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ABSTRACT

This paper examines speech rate and $f_0$ data from the Switchboard corpus [11] to investigate how a speaker’s chronological age affects the extent of their accommodation to their interlocutor. In terms of speech rate, I demonstrate that older speakers slow down less for a slow interlocutor than younger speakers, but they also speed up more for a fast interlocutor. I argue that these effects are due to older speakers’ initial speech rate being slower than younger speakers’, and thus the accommodation pattern attested by old speakers is compensatory, rather than a sign of decreased willingness or ability to accommodate later in life. This explanation is corroborated by the fact that accommodation for $f_0$ is not affected by the chronological age of the speaker.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Accommodation is the changing of one’s speech in response to an interlocutor. The extent of accommodation varies individually, but it is also linked to various social factors, such as gender of participants [24, 25, 2], sympathy [22, 1, 31], social status [14], and even the difference between the speaker’s and the interlocutor’s accent [18]. The effect of chronological age on accommodation is yet to be explored.

We might expect less accommodation from older speakers than younger ones for two reasons. Since several phonetic properties of a speaker change with physiological aging (e.g. slower production and worse hearing), we might expect that some of the age-related changes decrease the ability of older speakers to accommodate via worsened perception or more limited production. Moreover, accommodation has been linked to wanting to bridge a social gap [10, 9]. As older speakers exit the “linguistic marketplace” [5] they use more non-standard forms associated with lower status social group [19], which could indicate that they are less invested in social appearances. This could lead to a decreased willingness to accommodate to others.

This paper examines whether younger and older speakers differ in their accommodation trajectories regarding two phonetic dimensions: speech rate and fundamental frequency. Speakers accommodate to their interlocutors along both variables. Accommodation has been demonstrated for speech rate [30]. Moreover, a corpus-study on Switchboard showed that this effect is in fact due to the speaker converging to the interlocutor’s speech rather than both of them converging to a conversation-specific value—fast speech for animated conversations or slow for more solemn ones [6]. $f_0$ accommodation has also been documented [12, 13, 14, 24, 2]. While accommodation is well-attested along both variables, they differ in terms of age-grading. Speech rate shows a clear pattern of age-grading—younger speakers talk faster than older speakers [8, 32, 15, 16, 17, 6]. In a longitudinal study, Reubold et al. [28] find that their female and male speaker do not follow the same trajectory: their male speaker’s $f_0$ falls up to the age of about 85, and then sharply rises. Their female speaker, who was observed until the age of 76, shows a consistent decrease in $f_0$. However, the oldest speaker in this study is 62, and until that age there is a fairly uniform decrease in $f_0$ with age across the sexes Reubold et al. examined. While a uniform decrease in $f_0$ should be observable in the age range of this paper, it is blurred by sex-effects.

By comparing two different phonetic variables, the present study can add to the discussion on the uniformity of accommodation—i.e. how and whether accommodation looks different depending on phonetic dimension. A comparison of the two variables also allows us to tease apart general age effects in accommodation from variable-specific ones. While a change in accommodation for only one of the variables would mean a change in the production or perception of the given variable, a change in accommodation along both variables might indicate that either the willingness or the cognitive ability to accommodate is affected by aging. A lack of age effects would indicate that older speakers possess the same willingness and ability to accommodate as younger speakers.
2. SPEECH RATE STUDY

2.1. Methods

Following Cohen Priva et al. (2017), I study speech rate accommodation in Switchboard [11], a corpus of two-sided telephone conversations between strangers on a given topic. The dataset is limited to conversations of at least 5 minutes, utterances of at least 3 words, and to speakers whose interlocutors (IL) spoke enough early on for a baseline (IL baseline) to be established—3 utterances of 3+ words in the first 40 seconds. The final dataset consists of 50,854 utterances from 206 unique participants (116 female, 90 male), aged 16–62 (mean: 37.8, median: 35). Speech rate (sr) was measured as the actual duration of the utterance divided by its duration as predicted based on corpus-specific average durations for each word it contains, following Cohen Priva et al. [6]. A higher value for sr indicates slower speech, a lower sr means faster speech.

A linear mixed-effect model is fitted to the speaker’s (SP) speech rate by utterance as predicted by time (elapsed in conversation), IL baseline, age of SP, and age of IL, with all interactions and a random by-speaker intercept. The interlocutor’s baseline (IL baseline) for each conversation is obtained as the averaged sr of the interlocutor’s first 3 utterances in the conversation. This baseline reflects the initial values of the interlocutor. The threshold of significance was adjusted by the number of tests run in the model with Bonferroni-correction (α=0.05/15=0.0033). Accommodation can be reflected in a positive main IL baseline effect or a positive time × IL baseline interaction—i.e., either the interlocutor’s baseline and the speaker’s sr correlate or with time the effect of the interlocutor’s baseline on the speaker’s sr increases, respectively. Age effects in accommodation would show up as an IL baseline × SP age or as a time × IL baseline × SP age interaction.

2.2. Results

Speakers’ speech speeds up (we find lower values for sr) as more time elapses in the conversation (time $\beta = -3.29 \times 10^{-3}$, p=0.0004), which is likely a task effect arising from the initial unnaturalness of having to strike up a conversation on a given topic. The older the speaker is, the less they speed up as the conversation goes on $\beta = 8.38 \times 10^{-3}$, p=0.0002), time × IL baseline is significant $\beta = 1.96 \times 10^{-3}$, p=0.0008), which suggests that the longer the conversation goes on, the more the speaker’s speech correlates with the interlocutor’s. A three-way interaction between time, IL baseline, and age of SP ($\beta = -5.081 \times 10^{-5}$, p=0.0003) reveals that speakers of different ages accommodate to their interlocutors differently: older speakers are less quick to accommodate to slow interlocutors than young speakers.

In order to understand whether this is part of a more complex pattern or indicative of older speakers accommodating less categorically, model predictions for a young and an old speaker were plotted with both slow and fast interlocutors (Figure 1). Estimates for speakers conversing with a fast interlocutor are in dashed, estimates with a slow interlocutor are in solid, age is reflected in the color of lines (black for the 20 year-old’s estimates, gray for the 60 year-old’s one). We can see that while old and young speakers have different speech rates at the beginning—younger speakers have a significantly faster speech rate than older ones to begin with—they reach similar target values after 10 minutes (600s). This in turn means that the rate with which they accommodate is different: older speakers speed up more to accommodate to a fast interlocutor, but they also slow down less to accommodate to a slow one. The difference in accommodating to slower interlocutors is less apparent, but still present, possibly due to the fact that it is outshad-owed by the general effect of speeding up throughout the conversation (see the effect of time above).

\[ \text{Figure 1: Predicted for accommodation patterns for younger and older speakers (Black: age 20; Gray: age 60). Faster speech rates are vertically towards the top.} \]
ther indicate that older and younger speakers follow different patterns in accommodation. Older speakers speed up more for fast interlocutors than younger speakers, but younger speakers also slow down more to accommodate to slow interlocutors than older people do. I argue that this is a compensatory pattern and can be explained by the difference in the starting speech rates of older vs. younger speakers. For example, in order to accommodate to a fast interlocutor, older speakers on average have a longer way to go than younger speakers who already talk faster on average. This is corroborated by the fact that old and young speakers reach comparable target values in the end.

However, the compensatory nature of this effect needs to be confirmed by looking at another phonetic dimension. If the age effect in speech rate accommodation is compensatory, then for a phonetic variable where age-grading is secondary (like f0) we do not expect the age of the speaker to significantly affect the observed pattern of accommodation.

3. FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY STUDY

3.1. Methods

A study on f0 accommodation was also conducted on the Switchboard corpus to test for compensatory effects. The same corpus was used, but because of the nature of measurements, a different set of items and speaker were excluded. Target vowels for f0 measurements were restricted to high vowels only (/i I u U/), since vowel height has been shown to slightly but significantly influence f0; high vowels have up to ~25Hz higher f0 values than low vowels [7, 27, 20, 23]. F0 measurements were obtained from each monosyllabic word containing a high vowel at 45%, 50%, and 55%. Measurements above 300Hz were considered errors and were discarded. Further outliers were filtered out using the median-centered mean average deviation (MAD) [21]—outliers were identified as values beyond the median +/-3 * MAD, and were discarded. To exclude data points influenced by intonation patterns, all data points above 170 Hz for male participants and all data points above 280 Hz for female participants were also excluded (reference frequencies in [29, 4]). For every vowel, the remaining valid measurements (out of 45-50-55%) were averaged. Data were filtered for the baseline requirement (3 tokens from the interlocutor in the first 40 seconds), and speakers whose interlocutors did not speak enough early on, were discarded. Only same-sex dyads were considered in order to eliminate issues of physiologically infeasible targets. Female-female (ff) and male-male (mm) conversations were separated.

The dataset consists of 86,173 monosyllabic high monophthong tokens (ff: 54,164, mm: 32,029), from 713 conversation sides (ff: 442, mm: 271). There were 201 unique speakers (112 female, 89 male), whose age range was 16–62 (mean of 38.44, and a median of 35), which is comparable to the speech rate dataset. The 54,164 tokens were productions of 533 different words, uttered 0.14 to 600.72 seconds into the conversation.

The female dyads and male dyads were analysed separately, with identical linear mixed-effect regression models fitted to the f0 values. Independent variables were time (elapsed in conversation), IL baseline, age of SP, and age of IL in years, with all interactions as well as random by-speaker and by-word intercepts. The interlocutor’s baseline (IL baseline) for each conversation is obtained as the averaged f0 of the first 3 high vowels of the interlocutor. The threshold of significance was adjusted via Bonferroni-correction (α=0.0033). Again, accommodation can be reflected in a positive main IL baseline effect or a positive time×IL baseline interaction—i.e. either the interlocutor’s baseline and the speaker’s fundamental frequency correlate or with time the effect of the interlocutor’s baseline on the speaker’s f0 increases. Age effects in accommodation would show up as an IL baseline×SP age or as a time×IL baseline×SP age interaction.

3.2. Results

The ff model shows no significant effects, there is a trend to converge (IL baseline: β=2.966*10−1, p=0.0289 > α=0.0033), which is not significant after Bonferroni-correction—likely an artifact of the number of tests run. The same is true for the interaction between IL baseline and SP age, which is not statistically significant either (p=0.0454 > α=0.0033). The interactions of these effects with time are not significant either (time×IL baseline: p=0.4855, time×IL baseline×SP age: p=0.2309). The fact that no f0 accommodation was observed for ff dyads could be due to dataset-specific properties such as sparsity of the data rather than gender differences in accommodation, but it is also consistent with findings indicating that men accommodate more for f0 [2].

In contrast, we do find evidence of accommodation in the mm model (IL baseline: β=5.190*10−1, p=0.0001). The interaction between IL baseline and SP age does not reach significance after correcting for the number of tests run.
(p = 0.0093 > α = 0.0033). This indicates that the higher the \( f_0 \) of the interlocutor, the higher the \( f_0 \) of the speaker throughout the conversation, which suggests instantaneous accommodation—in contrast with the accommodation that we saw for speech rate that happened over the course of the conversation.

There also is a significant effect of the age of interlocutor (\( β = 1.388, p = 0.0018 \)), which indicates that the older the interlocutor was, the higher the pitch of the speaker went. However, there is a weak positive correlation between an interlocutor’s age and their baseline for interlocutors older than 35 years old (Kendall’s tau-b \( τ = 0.0312 \)), which means that for the older speakers in this dataset the older they were the higher the baseline that they provided was. Therefore, the effect of speakers using higher pitch when talking to older interlocutors could indirectly indicate accommodation as well. There is an almost significant negative interaction between an interlocutor’s age and their baseline under the adjusted p-threshold (\( β = -0.9776 \times 10^{-3}, p = 0.0038 > 0.00333 \)). This interaction points in the direction that the IL baseline effect and the age of IL effect are not independent of one another—i.e. that the latter is also an effect of accommodation.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented two corpus studies on accommodation—one on speech rate, the other on \( f_0 \) accommodation—and contributes to the literature on accommodation. Speech rate accommodation was found to vary with age: older speakers accommodated less to slower interlocutors, and more to faster ones, which indicates that the age effect is compensatory in nature. Each age group changed their speech more to accommodate to faster interlocutors, which indicates that the age grading of speech rate accommodation seems compensatory in nature, we can stipulate that social stratification of a given variable is a prerequisite of social sensitivity in its accommodation. That is, we only observe social groups accommodating differently along some phonetic variable if there was a difference between those social groups to begin with. Such a theory would correctly predict that, for instance, \( f_0 \) accommodation is sensitive to gender [24, 25, 2], which outlines interesting areas of further research.

The exact course and timing of accommodation not only depends on the social identities and physiological properties of the talkers but also on the phonetic variables involved. While accommodation can be characterised as a holistic process, it is far from uniform, and the present paper demonstrates that the effect of social factors can be conditional on the phonetic dimension.
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